
 

 

Linda Roggli: 

It's October, 2020, and even in the midst of a crazy year, it's still ADHD awareness month. And we're still 
here with TADD Talks from ADDA, the Attention Deficit Disorder Association, nine minutes short, pithy 
soundbites on living with adult ADHD. Stay tuned, here it comes. 

 
Robin Nordmeyer: 

Hello and welcome to TADD Talks with ADDA. I'm Robin Nordmeyer. I'm an ADHD Coach with The 
Center for Living Well with ADHD. I'd love to spend a little time today talking about the topic I will be co-
presenting at the 2020 annual international conference on ADHD, along with my friend Joyce Kubik with 
Bridge to Success. Our presentation is called “More Joy, Less Complications for Couples Impacted by 
ADHD,” and it offers insight into an ongoing research study and 23 areas of concern for couples where 
one or more has ADHD. During the workshop, we'll focus in on three of those areas, working memory is 
one, emotional regulation another, communication is a third. And those who attend will learn a lot about 
these, as well as how it relates to their struggles in their own relationship, and walk away with some 
strategies that they can try out with their own marriage. 

 
Robin Nordmeyer: 

We're presenting the morning of Saturday, November 7th, and we hope you will consider joining us at the 
annual conference, especially if this topic is of importance to you. Being married, for anyone, has its ebbs 
and flows. It has its ups and downs. It's just a natural part of the commitment we make when we say, “I 
do,” in a relationship. And when you add one or more partners with ADHD into the mix, well, let's just say, 
life together gets very interesting and often very frustrating.  I know this because I have ADHD and I've 
experienced it firsthand in my own marriage with my husband of 32 years. I've also coached with many 
adult clients who fear that their marriage is at risk and that they'll lose a spouse to separation or divorce if 
they don't pull it all together and learn how to get the ADHD under control. 

 
Robin Nordmeyer: 

In fact, the reality suggests that couples impacted by ADHD may be two or more times likely to end up 
with failed marriages. You start out in love, you're experiencing all that bliss and excitement in your 
journey together. And then boom! The struggles begin to surface and couples begin to really question the 
viability of sticking it out and working on those challenges and the unhealthy relationship dynamics that 
have surfaced. Does this story sound familiar to you? Well, before throwing in the towel, let me share a 
little good news, and the hope, that there can be better days and a healthier relationship ahead. So how 
do you get there? Well first, always first, turn things around by being willing to acknowledge and develop 
your understanding and awareness of ADHD. And this really means for both partners to - both partners 
need to get this. You can't deal with something that you don't accept, that you don't understand, that 
you're not willing to embrace. And it can feel a little scary to dive in, but it really pays off and it can make a 
difference for you and your relationship. 

 
Robin Nordmeyer: 

You can eliminate a lot of marital conflict when you really get what's happening. The second is to agree to 
start fresh. You can't change the past, but you can influence and impact your future. So hit the reset 
button as a couple. And when you're always looking at what's behind you and you're dwelling on the past, 
it's really hard to move forward and focus on what's possible. So learn how as a couple to acknowledge, 
to forgive, to work together in ways that leverages your strengths, that helps you to build new skills, and 
to develop better strategies as a team to work together and get more accomplished. Sometimes a 
counselor may be needed to help you deal with the awareness and the forgiveness piece. A coach can 
help you develop goals, and that awareness. A coach can help you work an action plan to restore and 
create the marriage you hoped for. 

 
Robin Nordmeyer: 



 

 

The third is to stay more focused on the positive, right? A marriage thrives when there's a healthier ratio 
of positive to negative feedback. In an ADHD stressed marriage, the opposite is more so the case. 
There's a higher ratio of negative feedback coming at you every day versus positive.  And no one is 
encouraged by constant negative feedback. What happens is we begin tuning out or we begin to get 
defensive. We begin to emotionally shut down. It's the positive feedback that builds on hope for the 
marriage. It creates more potential for the marriage. It develops an interest in continuing to try to work on 
things that are just not quite right. So here's a strategy that can help you with the reset and the focus on 
the positive.  And remember it works both ways, too. So we call this strategy, “shine the light on what is 
right,” at our center. 

 
Robin Nordmeyer: 

Each partner starts their day with five coins or tokens in their left pocket. No pockets, no problem. Use 
something like bracelet or a rubber band on your wrist.  As you go throughout the day, find five 
opportunities to acknowledge and show genuine appreciation for one another or for a success or a win of 
the day. Just five times, can you do it? Each time you do, physically move your coin or the charm or the 
bracelet, whatever it is you choose, from the left side to the right side. The key is to get everything in the 
right side at the end of the day, 

 
Robin Nordmeyer: 

When we focus more on what's right and we minimize the negative coming at us every day, we are 
encouraging another, or we're being encouraged. We're offering more possibility. We're sparking new 
interest. If I can do that, then maybe I can do this. It's that dopamine feedback loop that keeps us 
engaged. The interest is to keep trying and to reinforce what's right. Too much of the negative, and as I 
said, if we hear what's wrong all the time versus what's right, we will shut down. We'll avoid. We might 
check out, or we might have emotional outbursts. The fourth is to work on better strategies for more 
effective communication. Many of us with ADHD often struggle with weaker working memory or maybe 
some emotional ups and downs. These are areas of concern in our couples’ workshop, that we address 
as well. They're very important ones because they wreak a lot of unnecessary havoc in the couple's ability 
to attend to one another, to deliver on requests, to engage in complex conversations. 

 
Robin Nordmeyer: 

So here's something you can try at home.  Notice when you and your partner are able to communicate 
well and effectively.  Be curious about what makes that work. Is it the timing? Is it the approach? Is it the 
words you use? With ADHD, there are times in the day when we are more prone to forgetting or more 
prone to reacting emotionally.  Based on what you discover, set up a routine proactive times to attend and 
enjoy one another in conversations, to communicate what's important, ask for support. There's also words 
that we use with one another, that trigger automatic negative thoughts and an emotional response. What 
are your trigger words? Share them with one another. See if you can figure out another way to 
communicate that doesn't create that automatic response. 

 
Robin Nordmeyer: 

We'd love to see you at the annual conference this year. That's just four ways you can make a difference 
in your marriage. We'd love to share a lot more ways and some more strategies you can try out at home 
with you. Our presentation is called “More Joy, Less Complications for Couples Impacted by ADHD.”  
We're presenting the morning of Saturday, November 7th. We hope you'll consider joining us. Again, I'm 
Robin Nordmeyer with The Center for Living Well with ADHD. And it's been great being here with you 
today. Visit us online at the centerforlivingwellwithadhd.org, or you can email me at 
Robin@ADHDcoach.life to learn more about how we support those with ADHD. Most importantly, 
remember that a marriage impacted by ADHD doesn't need to end. There is a way forward when you get 
the ADHD part managed and your marriage is worth another chance. Let us show you how.  Bye for now 
and thank you for listening. 

 
Linda Roggli: 



 

 

Okay. That's today's ADHD wisdom. Much more to come. And why not join us for the virtual 2020 
international ADHD conference coming up in November? Details at add.org.  And while you're at it, why 
not join ADDA? It's a great investment in your ADHD life. 


